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In all fairness, as much as I adore Nikki Grimes’ new book Words with Wings (2013), I am not the bestperson to review it. I am, however, the best person to talk about one of the characters in the book be-cause that person is the real, live, nonfiction me! If one takes a look at the acknowledgments page,
one will see that the teacher character in this book is named for me because of several questions I an-
swered and a few follow-up communications I had with Nikki about what I do with those students who
spend their time daydreaming. For those readers interested in knowing what I do, read the book—Nikki
gets the essence of it correct (since the time I answered Nikki’s questions, however, I have really expanded
the way I use daydreaming in my teaching). In this book, Gabriella is dealing with the fact that she is in
a new school, living in a new home, and her father is no longer with the family. Like many young stu-
dents, she worries about making friends. In Gabby’s case she worries about making any friends and she
knows that it is unlikely that she will find that one person who values the fact that her mind tends to
drift. Told in verse, this very quick read shows how Gabby, her mother, and I figure out ways to value the
daydreaming part of Gabby enough so that she will be able to find a future for all of herself, including
the dreamer. I have already ordered more than ten copies of Grime’s book, but they are just for me! I will
need to order several more for various schools and libraries and friends. 
In this column Marguerite Foshee and Katie Rener join me as reviewers. Our initials follow each of our
reviews so that you’ll know who’s who. After the three of us have given you many new books to buy and
read, I am highlighting two books from the nonfiction series Scientists in the Field published by
Houghton Mifflin (Frydenborg, 2012; Heos, 2013). Each of these books has a link to a Common Core
State Standards-aligned fabulous nonfiction title. Read these two books because they are great books, and
if they help in the classroom, so much the better. Enjoy! –E.S. 
Ahern, C. (2011). The book of tomorrow: A novel. New York: Harper
Collins. 320 pg. ISBN: 0061706302. (Hardcover); $21.99. 
Ahern asks readers a series of thought-provoking questions: “What if we
knew what tomorrow would bring? Would we fix it? Could we?” This cu-
rious read keeps readers guessing what will happen next as spoiled Tamara
Goodwin deals with her new life in the country. Born into luxury, Tamara
and her mother and left devastated and penniless by the suicide of her fa-
ther. Prior to this event, Tamara never had to consider what would happen
next in life. She was always taken care of. She was always bailed out of
trouble. Now, her rural, boring life is about to be turned upside-down
when she is given a journal. This journal is anything but ordinary, as
Tamara soon discovers. She begins by recording her daily thoughts one
night, and when she looks to reread them the next day, she finds that the
past has been erased and replaced by a new account in her own handwrit-
ing. Not yesterday’s moments, but a description of what is to come tomor-
row. At first, Tamara struggles to understand the how and why of this
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curious event, but then, as mysterious events unravel, Tamara learns to utilize this journal, even as she is
faced with a life-threatening ordeal. Ahern presents a creative and contemplating plot that will leave
readers wondering, “Would I change my tomorrow?” –K.R. 
Angus, S. (2013). Soldier dog. New York: Feiwel and Friends. 256 pg. ISBN: 978-1250018649. (Hard
cover); $16.99. 
Angus weaves together an historical fiction novel set during World War I, composing a heartwarming
and exciting story about a 14-year-old boy named Stanley who runs away to join the army. Following his
brother’s enlistment into the war, Stanley dedicates his time to caring for the family’s greyhound and
puppies. When he wakes up to find that the puppies are gone, Stanley knows what he must do. When he
enlists in the army, Stanley is appointed to a trial War Dog School, where he is given a problematic Great
Dane named Bones. His journey takes him across battle lines and into the action of the war. Angus also
opens the reader’s eyes to the use of military dogs during WWI. Will Stanley and Bones survive the tur-
moil in France? How will a new dog, Pistol, influence the life of Stanley? Will he find his brother? This is
a gripping and vivid tale that will leave the reader with a feeling of hope. –K.R. 
Barson, K. A. (2013). 45 pounds (more or less). New York: Penguin 
Group/Viking. 266 pp. ISBN: 978-0-670-78482-0. (Hardcover);
$16.99.
Recently I found about 20 photos I had taken of authors and editors from
an American Library Association (ALA) convention in 2002. I shared
these photos and heard back from several women. Almost without excep-
tion all the women who posted a comment mentioned how bad their hair
was or how old they looked. When I am at the high school working with
my teen group, I regularly hear comments from young women expressing
some sort of dissatisfaction with their bodies. Even in first grade I deal
with, “She called me chunky” and the tearful eyes that are the byproduct
of name-calling. (For the record, peanut butter is chunky. So is stew and
salsa and other foods—we don’t use “chunky” to talk about people in my
classroom.) This is a long introduction to Barson’s wonderful, 45 Pounds
(More or Less), but I am hoping my examples, combined with your own
stories suggest that the issue of body image, especially for young women, is critical and needs to be ex-
plored. While there are plenty of books that focus on female body image, few of them do it with such
graceful humor. In this book, Ann vows to lose 45 pounds so that she can feel comfortable as a brides-
maid in her Aunt Jackie’s wedding. She purchases a diet plan from a television infomercial, complete
with a too-small supply of the food and supplements she must have to be successful. Obviously, this tac-
tic does not work. Ann’s mother, who is a size 5, tries to help, but in addition to her ignorance, her size
alone serves as a visual reminder of all that Ann will never be. Don’t forget that this is a story of a teen
girl and her mother, and teen girls and their mothers have a long history of awkward and difficult com-
munication. Aunt Jackie is getting married to her partner. In watching how Aunt Jackie deals with ho-
mophobia, Ann begins to process how she feels about her own feelings of not belonging. What sets this
book apart for me is the way Barson sprinkles humor over what could be another run-of-the-mill story
about a young woman not happy in her skin. The humor not only extracts the poignancy from Ann, but
also transforms her into a character that readers will respect (even if Ann is still learning how to do that
herself ). There is a scene early on when Ann is trying on dresses. She tries on one that is two sizes too
small in a dressing room and gets stuck in it. She imagines that the jaws-of-life will have to come cut her
out of the dress. The scene is at once achingly painful and laugh-until-you-cry funny. We need more
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books showing young women the humanity that is in them regardless of dress size, age, or hair behavior.
Purchase this absolutely charming debut novel for both middle school and high school libraries. Ask the
young men in your class to read it, too!
Black, H. (2013). Doll bones. New York: Simon & Schuster/McElderry Books. 247 pp. ISBN: 978-
14169 63981. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Readers, when is the last time you gave your middle school boys a book about dolls? If your answer to
this question is “Never,” do I have the book for you in Holly Black’s magnificent Doll Bones! What’s more
is that this deceptively simple book about three children trying to find the proper burial site for a bone
china doll is packed with substance. There is meat on those doll bones sufficient for more sophisticated
high school readers. The china doll is packed with the ashes of a dead girl whose ghost haunts Zach,
Poppy, and Alice. They use dolls as a trigger to enter a fantasy world involving role-playing and story
telling. They have been playing for years, but now they are in middle school with high school looming
ahead and playing with dolls has a social stigma with their peers and families. When Zach’s father throws
away Zach’s dolls, Zach refuses to play the game with Poppy and Alice. Poppy, desperately attempting to
keep her friends together, releases the bone china doll, Queen, possessed by the spirit of a dead girl. The
three friends are haunted into one last adventure, one last quest to return the ashes to a resting spot.
Black skillfully shows the gradual move from childhood into puberty with all its quirks, inconsistencies,
and pain. Zach loves playing with the dolls, but he is confronted with the knowledge that he is supposed
to grow up. The embarrassment, the tremendous difficulties speaking to his friends about what his father
did with the doll, his shrewd assessment of growing up and learning that stories are all lies—perfectly
capture what growing older is all about for many middle school students. “We had a story, and our story
was important. And I hate that both of you can just walk away and take part of my story with you not even
care. I hate that you can do what you’re supposed to do and I can’t. I hate that you’re going to leave me behind.
I that that everyone calls it growing up, but it seems like dying.” (p.200). The gothic horror is never explicit
and this often makes the story a bit creepier for those students with vivid imaginations. Look for this one
to show up on numerous award lists next January, including the Newbery Medal. –E.S.
Bodeen, A. S. (2013). The raft. New York: Feiwel & Friends. ISBN: 978-
0312650100. 240 pp. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Robbie lives a life many would dream about: no school, strolling the
beaches each day, hopping on a flight to Honolulu whenever she wants,
and an aunt who’s more like a fun older sister than a rule enforcer. Robbie’s
parents are biologists and have been stationed on the island of Midway to
conduct their research. While this sounds like a life of leisure, this often
leaves Robbie lacking social and technological interaction, except when she
catches a cargo flight to Honolulu to visit her aunt. Robbie gets through
life by thinking, “What could be worse?” and calming herself with the pos-
sibilities. Then, on a trip home to see her parents, she experiences some-
thing she never thought would happen: the plane’s engine has stopped.
When she is face with the reality of her plane crashing in the middle of the
Pacific Ocean, it’s hard for her to come up with something worse. As the
plane is descending into the water, Max, the young and quiet co-pilot, slaps
her to attention in an attempt to save her life. Max proves to be Robbie’s guardian angel throughout this
treacherous ordeal. Does Robbie become stronger after every obstacle she faces? Or does this situation
prove something deeper about herself that she’s never realized? What truth will be revealed on the raft?
This is a fast-paced and gripping novel that is sure to get readers’ adrenaline pumping. –K.R. 
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Carson, R. (2013). Bitter kingdom (Girl of fire and thorns series). New York: HarperCollins. 364 pp. 
ISBN: 978-0062026545. (Hardcover); $17.99.
A few years ago I fell in love with a book character who is a hefty young woman who loves to eat. She is
chosen to be a god and has the jewel implanted in her navel to prove it. Her sister, however, is the beauti-
ful one; certainly the gods must have made a mistake choosing her to solve world problems. That book is
The Girl of Fire and Thorns (Carson, 2012) and it began a trilogy that concludes with Bitter Kingdom.
Elisa’s true love, Hector, is held hostage and used as bait to lure Elisa into the hands of her enemies.
Readers will delight in the chapters that are told from Hector’s point of view. Elisa must rescue Hector
and win her kingdom back, but her resources are limited and even the magic of her godstone is not al-
ways there for her. Since I served on the William C. Morris Award Committee that selected the first
book as one of our five finalists for the award, that book is forever on a pedestal. I come back to this
third book for review, however, because of its sharply nuanced character growth. Elisa eventually discov-
ers through this series that she must rely less and less on magic and more and more on her own ability
and intelligence. We have a kick-butt grrrl power adventure that will keep you awake long past your bed-
time; however, what is truly eloquent about this series is that Elisa grows out of being a magic-filled god
and into something so much more satisfying—an adult woman. Cheers to Carson for celebrating the in-
nate abilities and beauty of a perfectly ordinary young woman who works hard for all her success! Pur-
chase this one for all middle school and high school libraries—better purchase more than one for this
popular series with a very satisfying conclusion! –E.S.
Dokey, C. (2012). Once: Before midnight, golden, wild orchid (Once upon a time). New York: Simon 
Pulse, Simon & Schuster. 640 pp. ISBN: 978-1442422834. (Paperback); $9.99. 
Once is part of the Once Upon A Time collection of young adult fairy tale retellings written by Cameron
Dokey as well as books by Tracy Lynn, Debbie Vigui, Suzanne Weyn, and Nancy Holder. Each of these
authors writes under the common umbrella of recapturing classic tales and reintroducing them to YA
readers. In this collection of stories, Dokey captures familiar characters while also introducing readers to
generally uncharted fairy tale territory. Before Midnight is the tale of Cinderella’s story in France. Cen-
drillon’s birth is unmarked with joy as her coming takes the life of her mother. With a grief-stricken fa-
ther, she grows up in a servant’s care alongside a boy named Raoul. When her father remarries, will the
world of this maiden—whose birthday wishes have a habit of coming true—be turned upside-down? Ra-
punzel’s romantic adventures are retold in Golden. This is not your average tale of a maiden with flowing
golden locks, rather the book begins with Rapunzel being bald when a sorceress, Melisande, takes her in
as her child. When Rapunzel is sixteen years old, she learns that her “mother” has a biological daughter,
Rue, whom she believes is trapped in a tall tower. Beautiful Rue with her long hair is a sharp contrast to
Rapunzel. As the tale progresses, both girls are envious that there is another daughter in Melisande’s life.
As in every romantic tale, there must be a love interest. Will watchful Harry fall in love with Rapunzel or
Rue? This is truly a unique spin on this classic tale. Wild Orchid explores the Chinese tale of Mulan.
Throughout this tale, the reader comes to know Mulan and understand her upbringing, her rocky rela-
tionship with her father, and her decision to join the Chinese army. She enlists under the disguise of a
man and enters the army with her good friend, the boy next door. Will she prove herself? These whimsi-
cal tales allow readers to drift into the pages of these captivating stories and become happily lost in the
plot lines. Each tale is reminiscent of classical fairy tale elements with new twists and turns for some of
the characters. One of the wonderful features of this collection of stories is the variety encompassed in
these retellings. The books do not need to be read in any order, yet reading one will likely encourage you
to read another. These are short and sweet reads that will remind readers that “once upon a time” is truly
timeless. –K.R. 
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Evans, G. (2012). Titanic style: Dress and fashion on the voyage. New 
York: Skyhorse Publishing. 184 pp. ISBN: 978-1620871997.
(Hardcover); $24.95. 
When I was in high school, I delighted in my contemporary fashion and
design class. My peers and I dove through the fashion of the ages and
learned how the trends and the changing styles reflected the history and
issues of the times. Reading Evens’ book brought back memories of my
time spent in my design class. In her detailed account, Even’s breaks
down the different fashions of the time in regards to social class and sta-
tion, while also providing historic relevancy. In this time capsule of post-
Edwardian society aboard the ill-fated Titanic, Even’s has included
detailed photographs, sketches, and historic advertisements to bring vi-
sual elements to her text. Evens includes information following the fash-
ion and trends from the women of first class steerage and their children, first class gentlemen, second and
third class passengers, as well as the crew and servants. Readers can see the contrast in class stations from
an included appendix at the end of the book which included compensation claims filed from three dif-
ferent woman aboard the Titanic. I loved the connections drawn between society, fashion, and history
woven throughout this text; it is a captivating and enlightening read. –K.R. 
Fletcher, R. (2012). Guy-write: What every guy writer needs to know. New York: Henry Holt and Co. 176
pp. ISBN: 978-0805094046. (Hardcover); $15.99. 
Ralph Fletcher has written a multitude of professional books tailored to helping teachers better under-
stand young readers and writers. This book is designed to help boys understand types of writing that
they may thrive on and help them move away from the fear of “writing to only please a teacher.” He pro-
vides many examples of different types of fun writing styles and topics, including spoofs, humor, sports,
superheroes, and adventure. Fletcher also discusses the importance and inspiration that can come from
doodling artwork and drawing your thoughts out before composing a writing piece. Throughout the
book different male authors contribute pieces of advice to young boy writers. This is a book that will
provide encouragement and motivation to boy writers and help teachers understand a different perspec-
tive on writing. –K.R. 
Herman, S. (2012). A million little bricks: The unofficial illustrated history of the LEGO phenomenon. 320 
pp. ISBN: 978-1620870549. (Hardcover); $24.95.
When I was younger, I enjoyed playing with my dolls, but I reveled in the chance to play with my big
brother’s LEGOs. With so many creative possibilities, I could be entertained for hours. Herman’s left me
feeling informed about LEGOs as never before. This book will intrigue anyone who has a serious LEGO
habit or those who enjoyed casually creating towers or cars from the little bricks. Herman’s work follows
the birth of the LEGO Group in the home of a Danish carpenter to its rise as a household name. From
economic crisis, the embrace of technology, to the modern relevancy of LEGOs into the twenty-first cen-
tury, Herman takes readers through the history of the LEGO Corporation in this contemporary and in-
formative read. Filled with creative photographs, this text is brimming with color and creativity for teens
and adults. –K.R.  
Kacer, K. (2012). We are their voice: Young people respond to the Holocaust. Toronto, ON: Second Story 
Press. 160 pp. ISBN: 978-1926920771. (Paperback); $16.95. 
The events of the Holocaust have always been of great interest to me and I seek to always gain informa-
tion and perspective on this subject. Kacer’s book provided me with deeper insight into this historical
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event and the continuing reactions surrounding the Holocaust today. This Holocaust remembrance book
centers on the question, “Do young people find meaning in the Holocaust?” It is a question that sparked
a writing project spanning North America and beyond. Students composed responses to the question in
their own voices, writing short stories, essays, poems, as well as including art to express their feelings.
Other students interviewed survivors of the atrocities and recorded their reactions to survivors’ stories
within the book’s pages. This is a collection of facts, emotions, and uplifting hope that is best summa-
rized by Jocelyn Toupin, a 7th grader who contributed to the text, “We can prevent history from repeat-
ing itself by never forgetting our past.” –K.R. 
Konigsberg, B. (2013). Openly straight. New York: Arthur A. Levine. 320 pp. ISBN 978-0545509909. 
(Hardcover); $17.99.
While many think that an accepting society would lead to peace and a perfect world. For Rafe Goldberg,
a high school junior, acceptance means being someone he is not. This young man treks across the United
States to escape being the “gay” kid who is loved whole-heartedly by his peers, parents, and society.
While this is a story about self-discovery and acceptance, it’s also a warm and wonderful story about love,
friendship, and honesty. The author is a genius who takes a romantic, humorous look at our all-inclusive
but exclusionary world and tells the tale of one young man’s search for himself. Bill Konigsberg hooks his
reader by creating scenes with his signature rich and humorous descriptors. When describing Rafe’s dorm
room, the reader can almost smell the orange soda and stink of stale, once-worn clothing. Additionally,
there is open dialogue between Rafe and his English teacher that compels the author in all of us to dig
deep and pull the entirety of life’s experiences from within us to deliver them to our audiences. It’s not
just camaraderie between the two, or the deep harbored secret that is understood, but the witnessing of a
mentor drawing out the true character of his young student that compels one to look forward to their
give and take at the end of some chapters. If that is not enough, Bill gives Rafe, he narration of his own
story. The reader will appreciate the stark honesty revealed through this teen’s unique filters—fearlessly
delivering to teens a limited omniscient point of view. Instructors could this as a mentor text to explore:
honesty in writing, rich descriptors, point of view, journaling, narrative style, quick writes as a tool,
voice, and self-expression. The book also plays around with the connotation of words and could be used
to build vocabulary. As a mentor text or for a good read, Openly Straight will capture the attention of its
readers and suck them into the story. –M.F.
Lanagan, M. (2013). Yellowcake. New York: Random House/Knopf. 225
pp. ISBN: 978-0375869204. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Many folks routinely tell me that Lanagan’s books are for adults—pre-
cisely why I like to recommend them to students and high school teach-
ers! Ever since Black Juice (Lanagan, 2005) burst onto the scene, winning
a Michael L. Printz Honor Award and teaching people like me new ways
to consider elephants (among other things), I have relished each new col-
lection of short stories and each new novel. Yellowcake is no exception.
While many of these ten stories feature death in various guises, what
readers will discover (sometimes after much painful soul searching and
re-reading) is the fiercely beautiful celebration of life. Take Into the
Clouds on High, for example. In this story a mother feels a calling; how-
ever, it is one that will take the mother from the family and into the here-
after, heaven, or death. Her son must navigate the mother’s departure
and help guide the father and the family along. Lanagan eschews simple problem/resolution approaches
in favor of characters muddling along and trying to figure out what to do while lost in a very different
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world than the one most readers recognize. These ten stories include many that were originally published
elsewhere (Into the Clouds on High is the only story written specifically for this collection). This collection
of stories is perfect for those high school readers or adults who appreciate a challenge that forces them to
daydream and speculate, sometimes while hanging on the thread of a story and the ideas generated by
the strange and twisted world created by Lanagan. –E.S. 
Lyga, B. (2013). Game. New York: Little, Brown. 520 pp. ISBN: 978-
0316125871. (Hardcover); $17.99.
Game is the second book by Lyga about the son of the world’s most noto-
rious serial killer, and it is exponentially creepier! The book shows Jazz’s
fear of becoming like Billy Dent, his famous and deadly father. Lyga
sprinkles drops of Dent through the text, but neither Jazz nor his girl-
friend Connie see these. There is an especially horrifying scene when
Connie is wandering the streets of New York City and readers know that
she is interacting with Dent. Lyga uses epigraph-like dream sequences at
the start several chapters to suggest both the allure and attraction of sex
and the twisted and warped nightmare of Dent’s perversion to ratchet up
the horror and fear. Never are the details of sex or horror fully de-
scribed—the hints and details are just enough to allow readers gasping
and shrieking for themselves. While many teachers do not appreciate or
read horror, it is one of the more popular genres among teens. This series
is extremely well written. Game is a book that will have older teens
screaming for the next book because it ends with a horrifying cliffhanger. Lyga, where is the next book?
Purchase this one for high school libraries and any horror reader. While this book deals with a serial killer
who rapes, tortures, and kills people, the gory details are largely off-screen or clinical, which makes the
book more successful (and more terrifying). –E.S. 
Lupton, H., & Morden, D. (2012). The adventures of Achilles. (Ill. by C. Hénaff ). Cambridge, MA: 
Barefoot Books. 128 pp. ISBN: 978-1846868009. (Paperback); $12.99. 
Lupton and Morden weave together an adventurous tale of one of mythology’s most recognized heroes,
Achilles. Combined with the vibrant and exciting illustrations of Carole Hénaff, this story of triumph
and woes stays true to the original Greek myths, but with the creative spin of Lupton and Morden’s sto-
rytelling abilities. While this story centers on Achilles and the Trojan War, there are a multitude of ap-
pearances from major and minor Greek gods along the way. Not only is Achilles an exciting and
captivating odyssey, it is also a great piece of literature to combine with a mythology unit. This tale will
help students build background information about the Greek gods and goddesses, as well as the culture
of the time—all while enjoying Lupton and Morden’s fascinating plot. –K.R. 
Mass, W. (2012). Twice upon a time #3: Beauty and the beast: The one who didn’t run away. New York: 
Scholastic. 288 pp. ISBN: 978-0545310185. (Hardcover); $16.99. 
Beauty isn’t your typical heroine; for starters, being called “Beauty” has never really suited her, especially
when compared to her sister. She comes to learn that inner beauty is more important than people’s out-
ward perceptions of the world, especially when she meets Prince Riley, also known as Beast. Riley, his
parents, and his older brother are all confronted by strangely beautiful woman wandering in the woods,
and because of a harmless jest in conversation, the woman leaves Riley looking rather beastly. With Riley
transformed into a hideous creature and his parents and brother left invisible, how are they to rule their
kingdom? Furthermore, how will Riley break the witch’s spell by finding a girl to love him and kiss him
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without knowing his true past? As Mass weaves her story she jumps back and forth between Beauty’s ad-
ventures with a man named Handsome (don’t names like that make you think these two should end up
together?) and Riley’s transformation into the beast and attempt to restore his family. Through a twist of
events, Mass combines elements of the two characters’ lives and continues to keep readers on their toes.
Her courageous and charming novel reminds readers that beauty truly is in the eyes of the beholder. –
K.R. 
MacColl, M. (2013). Prisoners in the palace: How Princess Victoria became
queen with the help of her maid, a reporter, and a scoundrel. San
Francisco: Chronicle Books. 368 pp. ISBN: 978-1452119588.
(Hardcover); $16.99. 
I am not one to judge a book by its cover; however, it was the cover of
this book that made me pause and pick it up. The front cover portrays a
young girl in style similar to the painter Roy Lichtenstein’s pop art works.
The metallic sheen on the front cover carries on to the back cover where
the book’s summary and reviews are portrayed in a newspaper style.
Chronicle Books not only produces books that are captivating with won-
derful storylines, but on top of that their books are also beautiful. The
delicate detail and etching on the pages made me want to read this book
even before reading the summary. Now, onto the plot of the novel… The
story revolves around palace life during young Princess Victoria’s life, as seen through the eyes of her
maid, Liza. Through the twists and turns of mystery and malicious ideas, Liza learns that Victoria is at
the center of a scheme between the queen and the queen’s lover, who seek to control the future queen’s
reign. The riveting plot line unfolds to reveal conspiracy, triumph, treachery, and romance. This tale does
contain some mature concepts and would be most appropriate for grades 8 and up. –K.R. 
Metzger, L. (2013). A trick of the light. New York: HarperCollins/Balzer & Bray. 196 pp. ISBN: 978-
0062133083. (Hardcover); $17.99.
Over the years, many books have explored various aspects of teens’ struggles with eating disorders. What
is true about most of the YA writing germane to eating disorders is the fact that almost all of the books
are about young women. Anorexia is thought of as a girl’s disease. Anytime a teen book is about young
men losing weight, you can bet the mortgage that the book features the world of wrestling. Conse-
quently, Metzger’s book, about a young man with anorexia, fills an important niche in the teen book
world. Did you know that more than a million young men suffer from anorexia? Metzger uses the disease
to serve as the narrator. Mike, the protagonist, Amber, his family, and his classmates are written as if this
were a play and they are delivering their lines. I found this distracting on the audio recording version of
the book, but when I read the printed book, it flowed much more easily under my eyes. Classroom
teachers may find the script format useful for dramatic readings that examine characters’ motivations.
Mike’s father has left for another woman and his mother is incapacitated with depression. Mike pur-
chases a carnival-like mirror that makes him look heavier, which our narrator uses to goad Mike to even
greater physical exertion (and less eating). Mike teams up with Amber who teaches him the ins and outs
of hiding food and avoiding eating. The story would be unique even if it were about the usual girl sub-
ject, because of its narrative structure. However, the fact that it shines the light of eating disorders on
young men makes this book well worth adding to your high school library, as well as sharing with older
middle school students. –E.S.
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Miller-Lachmann, L. (2013). Rogue. New York: Penguin Group/Nancy 
Paulsen Books. 240 pp. ISBN: 978-0399162251. (Hardcover);
$16.99.
The southwest corner of Michigan that I call home has been labeled by
various local media sources as the crystal methamphetamine capital of
Michigan. This year I saw in my local newspaper two of my former first
grade students, now grown, jailed for meth possession and I see names
from school families jailed for meth possession or operating a meth lab
from time to time. If one were to go door to door in my neighborhood,
however, very few families would know what a meth lab is or how to rec-
ognize signs of meth or meth trafficking. While Rogue is not about the
meth trade precisely, I do love that it is set in Michigan and features the
everyday life of two young boys whose father is making and dealing
meth, and using the older brother in this venture. Rogue is about so
much more than just the meth trade, and that is what has me reviewing
the book here. Rogue is about X-Men-like mutants. It is about comics. It is about Mr. Internet. It is
about bullying and schools. It is about Asperger’s syndrome. It is about bicycle motocross racing and
tricks. It is about YouTube videos. It is about Temple Grandin. Mostly, however, Rogue is about how one
young woman, Kiara, with Asperger’s syndrome tries to find a place for herself, tries to see herself as
more than “a dirt-poor loser.” Along the way, Kiara learns that friendship is not something Mr. Internet
can define and that it is often found in the most unlikely people. Kiara also learns that friendship works
best with others when your first friend is yourself. The book begins with a bang (and a very bloody nose)
and ends with a promise. This is a fine book for both middle school and high school libraries, with many
possible ways to book talk this one and hook students. –E.S.
Moss, M. (2012). A soldier’s secret: The incredible true story of Sarah Edmonds, a Civil War hero. 400 pp. 
ISBN: 978-1419704277. (Hardcover); $18.95. 
For those of us who have studied and/or have taught the history of the U.S. Civil War, you may be fa-
miliar with the names of key generals, battle fields, and even the statistics of the number of soldiers lost
during this time of turmoil; but have you heard of Sarah Edmonds? Are you familiar with the vast num-
ber of women who, under disguise of being male, enlisted in the Civil War as nurses, spies, and soldiers?
Between 400-500 women went to great lengths to disguise themselves as males to enlist. Whether they
were running away from an arranged or bad marriage, had a desire to follow their loved one, or just
wanted to serve their country as their brothers in arms were, these woman risked their lives without re-
ceiving honor from their families and comrades or pensions for their service. Sarah Edmonds was an in-
credible woman who served her country in a variety of ways, including being a nurse, soldier, and spy.
This historical tale allows readers to gain a different perspective on the Civil War and learn how Ed-
monds risked her life countless times for a country that didn’t honor her until Congress acknowledged
her dual identity. This true story is packed with gripping and profound information. Edmonds is a
strong female role model and this book would be a great historical reference or ideal for a biographical
study. –K.R.  
Meyers, M. (2012). Cinder. New York: Square Fish. 448 pp. ISBN: 978-1250007209. (Paperback); $9.99. 
Meyers, M. (2013). Scarlet. New York: Feiwel & Friends. 464 pp. ISBN: 978-0312642969. (Hard
cover); $17.99.
Cinder is truly a wonderfully absorbing tale that blends a futuristic Cinderella and a modern, self-suffi-
cient young woman who will captivate male and female readers. Myers has composed a compelling novel
in which Cinder lives a life parallel to the rest of the human population. She is a cyborg and therefore is
viewed as being “less-than” among the people of New Beijing. Her stepmother is happy to utilize Cin-
der’s great skill as a mechanic and yet would throw her out in a minute if she stopped brining in the fam-
ily’s income. Cinder’s joy comes from the family’s android, fixing things, and her youngest stepsister,
Peony. Cinder’s world comes crashing down one day when the plague strikes in her house. During this
period of anxiety and grief, Cinder gets an opportunity that every girl in New Beijing dreams of having:
an up-close and personal look at Prince Kai. As she grows to know the Prince, will she be able to keep
her cyborg identity a secret? Will he still feel the same way if he knows her true identity? Does Cinder re-
ally understand her past? When the Lunar Queen descends on Earth and Cinder is not brainwashed by
her “glamor,” which allows everyone else to see what she wants them to see, what does this mean? Could
Cinder’s lack of memories from the past be the biggest clue to guide her future? As a person who loves
fairytales I was immediately drawn to this book, yet I was still surprised by how mesmerized I was it, not
being a big fan of science fiction. When I finished Cinder, I couldn’t wait to dive into Scarlett. –K.R. 
Scarlett picks up where Cinder leaves off and introduces readers to a new cast of characters, while still
staying true to being a continuation of Cinder. Scarlett is as bold as her hair is red and is willing to go to
any lengths to find her missing grandmother. When she crosses paths with a dark yet seemingly shy
stranger, Wolf, Scarlett’s world is about to change as fast as Cinder’s did. As Wolf and Scarlett embark on
a journey to save her grandmother, will she uncover Wolf ’s true loyalty before it’s too late? As Scarlett un-
ravels, readers transition between Cinder’s journey for freedom and truth and Scarlett’s quest to save the
person she loves most in this world. As secrets are revealed and the truth comes out, will these two hero-
ines realize they have more in common then what meets the eye? Myers has done a beautiful job weaving
the plotlines of these tales together and creating a storyline that provides a powerful visual and engaging
experience. These novels would be an ideal addition to your classroom’s bookshelf and would also serve
as a great selection for students to read during a science fiction or fairy tale unit. My biggest criticism
with this series? …The next book doesn’t come out until 2014. –K.R. 
Reynolds, L. (Ed.). (2013). Break these rules: 35 YA authors on speaking 
up, standing out, and being yourself. Chicago: Chicago Review
Press. 213 pp. ISBN: 978-1613747841. (Paperback); $12.95.
If one were to read through all of the reviews in this column over the
years, one would quickly see that many books deal with teens learning to
speak up, stand out, and be themselves. In the more than ten years I have
been working with high school book groups, I have read hundreds of
teen’s book reviews and letters to authors. These authors become some-
thing akin to royalty, or even divinity, to their teen fans. Many of the
teens I know crave a connection with their favorite authors. This is a
book for these students (as well as a book for teachers to share with
classes). Not only do the 35 young adult authors tell stories about break-
ing rules, they hint at ways in which to develop a unique writing voice
and style. Many of these are perfectly suitable as a read aloud; all of them
are short enough to be read in a class period. Favorites of mine include
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Matthew Quick’s experience in Namibia and learning to deal with the fear of being a minority White in
a mostly Black part of the world. Margo Rabb writes about what to wear and manages to define fashion
in a teen-friendly way (and, when we think about it, she is also giving us writing advice). Sara Zarr longs
for real conversation with our friends and peers about religion in which we don’t sling labels and judg-
ments, but discuss this hugely important subject thoughtfully and carefully. Gary Schmidt speaks up
about religious persecution. And there are more! Not every student will like every essay, but there is
enough good in this book to warrant purchasing copies for high school English classrooms and high
school libraries all across the country. The essays listed here are worth the price of admission on their
own. –E.S.
Roskos, E. (2013). Dr. Bird’s advice for sad poets. Boston: Houghton Mif
flin. 310 pp. ISBN: 978-0547928531. (Hardcover); $16.99. 
Readers see young James Whitman battles his depression by reading Walt
Whitman’s poetry and scrambling to figure out ways to pay for his psy-
chiatric therapy, which his dysfunctional father and others think is a
waste of money. In addition to depression, James often suffers from
chronic teen impulsiveness—in an attempt to rescue a wounded bird in
the street, James is hit by a school bus. Much of James’ anxiety stems
from the fact that his sister, Jorie, has been kicked out of the house. Jorie
writes poetry, and before she is expelled from school and kicked out of
her house, she writes poems for the school literary magazine under pseu-
donyms like Willy Hamlet. With Jorie gone and only Derek, his child-
hood companion, for company, James invents an imaginary friend of
sorts—an imaginary psychiatrist, Dr. Bird, who is not really a person, but
a large head-bobbing pigeon. James’ tasks are to figure out a way to bring
his sister home and back to school, get Beth King, his crush, to like him, make a few more friends, cure
his family’s woes, and sort out the reasons for his anxiety and depression. Along the way, James will hug a
tree or two. The strength of this debut novel lies in its unusual and refreshingly positive look at psy-
chotherapy and therapists (Dr. Bird notwithstanding). Poetry lovers will appreciate the clever play with
Whitman, which manages to be both humorous and respectful—snaps to Roskos! School social workers
should welcome this title that explores anxiety and depression with humor that never drifts too far away
from the very real underlying pain. A fine debut. Purchase this one for high school libraries. Did I men-
tion how much I love the title?! –E.S.
Rowell, R. (2013). Eleanor & Park. New York: St. Martin’s/Griffin. 328 pp. ISBN: 978-1250012579. 
(Hardcover); $17.99.
My pick to win the Michael L. Printz Award this year is Eleanor & Park. This is the best depiction of two
teens falling in love that I have read, maybe ever! Park doesn’t really want to be friends with the new girl
getting on the bus, but he doesn’t want to abandon her to the morons on the back of the bus either. So
Park moves over and creates a new seating chart for the twice-daily bus rides. Eleanor is an easy target.
She has bright red hair and is a hefty young woman who cannot imagine anyone with a kind word for
her. Perhaps most importantly, she is poor. Park and the other students may not know that Eleanor is
also the product of an abusive, drunk stepfather, Richie. They certainly do not know the fear and anxiety
that is part and parcel of Eleanor’s everyday life. In short, like millions of teens across the country, they
are not aware of their priviledge—don’t understand that playing music on a Walkman in the eighties re-
quires having money for things like batteries; don’t understand that school fashion is too expensive for
some. When one is poor and abused and big and a teen with bright red hair, she will be noticed. And if
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her self-esteem is low, she has victim written all over her—at least in her own head. Eleanor tries to fight
back by creating a persona who pretends to dress the way she does deliberately. She embraces who she is,
or at least tries to, but her biggest doubter is always her own self. Park, who is half Korean, understands a
bit about not fitting in: 
“’Nobody thinks Asian guys are hot,’ Park said finally. He had to look away from her when he said
it—way away, he turned his head completely. ‘Not here, anyway. I assume Asian guys do all right in Asia.’
‘That’s not true,’ Eleanor argued. ‘Look at your mom and dad…’
‘Asian girls are different. White guys think they’re exotic.’
‘But…’
‘Are you trying to come up with a super-hot Asian guy, so you can prove me wrong? Because there aren’t
any. I’ve had my whole life to think about this.’” (p. 272).
Gradually, their bus riding produces a shared love of comics and then they move to shared music. Hand-
holding is next and then kissing. What this review cannot do is share all of the times that Rowell ab-
solutely nails the dialog, the fear, and the teen angst—she even does a pretty remarkable job with
Eleanor’s family and Park’s parents. While the character depictions are marvelous and the outsider issues
involving class and race are deftly handled, what distinguishes Eleanor & Park and has me thinking,
“PRINTZ” is the absolutely lyrical writing that never overwhelms the characters or seems out of place.
And without spoiling the ending, let me just say that I think it is absolutely perfect! Buy multiple copies
of this book for your high school libraries—the first few for the students who will adore this book and
the last one for its inevitable Printz recognition. –E.S.
Sheinkin, S. (2013). Lincoln’s grave robbers. New York: Scholastic Press. 224 pp. ISNB: 978-
0545405720. (Hardcover); $16.99. 
This is a thrilling read that will also leave students picking up pieces of educational information as they
rapidly read through the pages. Though this book contains an abundance of information and facts, the
read is far from being considered equivalent to a textbook. Keeping you guessing until the very end, the
plot line follows the theft of Abraham Lincoln’s body from his grave in 1875. As the point of view
bounces back and forth between members of the Secret Service and the criminals, the reader will be in-
trigued by the dialogue and facts presented, while also curious as to the final outcome. I personally found
the intricate details and planning to pull off and maintain a crime such as this both contemplating and
entertaining. You will truly be on the edge of your seat, as will your students. –K.R. 
Stone, T. L. (2013). Courage has no color: The true story of the Triple Nick
les: America’s first Black paratroopers. Somerville, MA: Candlewick
Press. 148 pp. ISBN: 978-0763651176. (Hardcover); $24.99.
Stone writes history with a narrative finesse that few authors can match.
Part of the reason for her success is in her brilliant selection of topics
across her books. Here she writes about the Triple Nickles, our country’s
first Black paratroopers. Stone writes about men who dreamed of being
able to serve their country, being able to contribute to our World War II
effort, and being able to fly missions for the U.S. Stone carefully recreates
the social mores of the time to help readers understand that for a Black
man to be a paratrooper meant that he not only had to be physically bet-
ter, he had to be emotionally stronger:
[Ted “Tiger” Lowry] was a fun-loving, outgoing guy, always smiling and a bit of a prankster…
One day, he stepped onto a bus. His U.S. Army dress uniform was crisp, his pants creased, his brown
boots polished to a shine. Pinned to his jacket were the kind of silver wings that signify only one thing:
paratrooper. But this accomplished soldier couldn’t occupy any of the first open seats on the bus. … 
From his seat, his eyes traveled up the length of the bus, up to the front. They settled on some of the
men who laughed. That’s when he saw it: three simple letters stamped on the backs of their jackets.
POW.
Prisoner of war.
…‘I found out I was black.’ It was bad enough that the black soldiers had to suffer this treatment from
the White American soldiers, but to have to take a backseat to the POWs was even worse.” (p. 41).
Despite all of their training, endurance, and skill, our country never allowed these men to do much more
than fight forest fires—and yet they paved the way for future generations. The impeccable research, the
timely insertion of quotes, the limpid narrative, combine to make this book an easy one to recommend
to both middle school and high school libraries. Readers cannot help be inspired: Walter Morris, one of
the Triple Nickles, says, “’Why would a black man risk his life to help his country? The answer was simple.
This is my country; this is my duty regardless of the social climate; regardless of the faults. This is my country,
my children’s country, and their children’s. It is up to me and many, many people of all races and cultures to
fight the haters and racists to make this a better place to live.’” (p. 93). I like to think Stone is one of the
people to whom Morris refers. This is nonfiction at its best. –E.S.
Torday, P. (2013). The last wild. New York: Penguin Group/Viking. 322 
pp. ISBN: 978-0670-015542. (Hardcover); $16.99.
Debut novels are perhaps the most fun to review. Readers do not know
the author and have no prior background knowledge of characters, writ-
ing style, etc. This debut novel is especially fun to share. A talking cock-
roach with a deep bass voice? Come on! How could any reader not adore
that?! And Kester James—I love the name of the main character! Did I
mention that the Cockroach is called The General or t!alk about the
dancing harvest mouse? Lest the exclamation point police ban me from
these pages, let’s move from delightful details to a story summary. In this
dystopian novel, all the world’s animals are rapidly dying off due to a
deadly red-eye disease. Factorium is responsible for supplying the world’s
food supply. “First the animals we eat went, and then the bees went, and
then the crops and fruit went. Vegetables were contaminated.” (p. 11) Even-
tually all fresh and frozen food disappear. Factorium begins supplying a
formula that “satisfies all your daily nutritional needs.” Meanwhile, 12-
year-old Kester has been sent to Spectrum Hall, a prison-like home for challenging children, complete
with a Warden. Kester’s mother is a casualty of this world and Kester no longer speaks—at least to peo-
ple. He gradually discovers that he is able to communicate with The General. He also discovers that
cockroaches and pigeons, moths, and spiders have been sent to find him and bring him to the Last Wild.
Kester meets up with a stag, a wolf, and the few band of remaining animals that tell him he is destined to
save the animals of the Last Wild. While dancing mice and in-your-face pigeons provide splendid enter-
tainment, what elevates The Last Wild is the very believable real-life scenario that this humor frames: in-
creased sizes of megafarms; collapse of pollinator bee colonies; increased dependence on science to create
synthetic food additives and products; and transgenic organisms. When Kester teams up with Polly, the
story moves more deeply into mythological mode. While I began this review suggesting that what makes
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this book worth buying are the numerous fabulous quirky characters and details, let me end it by saying
that middle school and high school libraries should purchase this book because of its high quality literary
elements, not the least of which is the unique voices of the various talking animals. The story feels com-
plete, but readers will cheer because Torday is finishing the writing of the second half of this terrific
debut fantasy. –E.S.
Woodworth, C. (2013). Ivy in the shadows. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux. 208 pg. ISBN: 978-
0374335663. (Hardcover); $16.99. 
12-year-odl Ivy has always been good at taking note of the little details in life and keeping tabs on things
from the sidelines. Never needing to be shoved in the middle of a situation, she watches and listens to
life. Ivy is a relatable, intelligent, and serious character. After her mother divorces her stepfather, Ivy’s
world continues to fluctuate as her mother takes in as a boarder Caleb, a boy Ivy’s age. He is also one of
the weirdest people Ivy has ever met. A combination of her mother’s divorce, Caleb, her younger
brother’s care, and her outspoken “aunt” Maureen’s ideas, leaves Ivy on her toes and readers watch as she
constantly treks along and adjusts. Her efforts to protect her family during a difficult time made me ad-
mire her actions while, at the same time, worrying that some of ideas would end badly. These memorable
and somewhat quirky characters will enchant readers throughout this piece of realistic fiction. –K.R. 
Reviews of Titles from the Scientist in the Field Series
For the next several issues of the Michigan Reading Journal I will be featuring books from Houghton Mif-
flin’s Scientist in the Field Series. Lynn Rutan and I have been writing curriculum guides aligned to the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for this series. While I personally think it is a big mistake to dic-
tate percentages of nonfiction reading, the CCSS suggests 70% of high school reading across the content
areas be nonfiction, and I think that teachers often give nonfiction short shrift. For these series guides,
Lynn does the general description of the book and the series, as well as writes about the authors and pho-
tographers. Lynn creates the CCSS links and creates the bibliography and links. I design the pre-reading
activities, the discussion questions, and all of the activities. I am hoping that teachers will look at these
guides as a place to go for ideas on how to extend the text and how to demonstrate the content in a
hands-on way. We are both hoping that teachers will not torture students with all of the pre-reading ac-
tivities, discussion questions, and activities. I am reviewing the books here not because of all the ways
teachers might use this fantastic nonfiction series in a classroom, but because students on their own will
enjoy these excellent introductory books to some amazing scientists and the work they do in the field
(without a single question or activity to answer). –E.S.
Heos, B. (2013). Stronger than steel: Spider silk, DNA, and the quest 
for better bulletproof vests, sutures, and parachute rope (Scien-
tists in the field series). (Photos by A. Comins). Boston:
Houghton Mifflin. 80 pp. ISBN: 978-0547681269. (Hard-
cover); $18.99.
As the world population increases and humankind continues to
struggle with ways to feed and support itself, expect to see an in-
creased use of the phrase transgenic organism. What do goats, alfalfa,
and silkworms have in common? Spiders! Spider silk is universally
acknowledged as one of the toughest and strongest materials on the
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planet. Spiders, however, do not play nicely together. They tend to eat each other. Farming spiders has
not been successful. They are also small and extracting enough spider silk to, say, make a bulletproof vest
is not practical. Dr. Randy Lewis, however, is exploring methods for the transfer of spider genes to goats,
alfalfa, and silkworms. Transferring spider genes to other organisms, however, creates transgenic organ-
isms. That is, life forms with genes from another organism inserted, which is extremely controversial.
Stronger Than Steel examines the work that Dr. Lewis and others are doing, weighing the ethical concerns
against the benefits that humanity could reap should scientist discover a method for harvesting vast
quantities of spider silk, which is strong enough to stop a 747 airplane if woven into a rope with a one-
inch diameter. In addition to plane-stopping ropes and bulletproof vests, spider silk could be used for su-
tures in surgery, to repair ligaments, as parachute ropes, and much more. Discovering how spiders can be
connected with goats, alfalfa, and silkworms shows students that scientific inquiry is every bit as creative
as any other human venture. Dealing with what this means ethically, makes this one of the Scientist in
the Field books more suited for high school students and older middle school students. However, as with
all the books in this series, readers of all ages will be fascinated by all of the fabulous photography. –E.S.
Readers wishing to explore the related Curriculum Guide can find it here: www.scribd.com/doc/
135393652/Scientists-in-the-Field-Stronger-than-Steel-by-Bridget-Heos-Discussion-and-Activity-Guide
Frydenborg, K. (2012). Wild horse scientists (Scientists in the field 
series). Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 80 pp. ISBN: 978-
0547518312. (Hardcover); $18.99.
Each living organism has a set of habitat requirements that allow the
organism to live and reproduce. Wild horses are no different. Fry-
denborg presents students with the ever-present dilemma in today’s
world of how to manage wild animals in a world that is out of bal-
ance. Natural resources are limited and hard choices must be made.
Frydenborg talks about the need to cull herds of wild horses, which
is really just a polite way of saying we have too many wild horses
and we need to kill some of them. But what happens if we are Dr.
Ron Keiper or Dr. Jay Kirkpatrick, and we think there is an alternative to butchering these gorgeous
creatures, especially when our country used to support millions of wild horses before our ancestors de-
stroyed much of the habitat, usurped the horses’ habitat, and slaughtered so many? And just what is the
definition of a “wild horse” anyway? This new method of controlling the wild horse population, however,
is also not without controversy because it involves using a PZP birth control vaccine. In a book that is
often as lyrical as any good story, Frydenborg skillfully explores the history, shares the background of the
scientists, and carefully presents the field research of these two scientists and the team of people working
with them. The fact that the book is filled with stunning photographs of these spirited and beautiful ani-
mals only adds to the emotional resonance of this research. One of the many charms of this book, and all
of the books in this magnificent series, is that it is equally at home in libraries for all ages. –E.S.
Readers wishing to explore the related Curriculum Guide can find it here: http://www.scribd.com/doc/
144665516/Wild-Horse-Scientists-by-Kay-Frydenborg-Discussion-and-Activity-Guide-Scientists-in-the-
Field-Series
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Ed Spicer teaches first grade students at North Ward Elementary School in Allegan, Michi-
gan. He has served on numerous American Library Association committees, including the
Michael L. Printz Committee and the Caldecott Committee. Spicer gives presentations on
books to schools, universities, libraries, and other organizations. In 2010 he was a featured
speaker for the Texas Library Association, discussing his life as a homeless teen and the role
libraries played and continue to play in his life. Currently, Spicer is getting ready to publish
an article on nonfiction and the Common Core, host a webinar for School Library Journal
on boys and beading, and writing many more new curriculum guides about amazing scien-
tists. Find him on Facebook (spicyreads). His website address is www.spicyreads.org. Send
emails to info@spicyreads.org. 
Marguerite Foshee is a teacher consultant at Wayne Memorial High School in Wayne, Michigan. She enjoys
collaboratively teaching twelfth-grade English and mentoring students in the school’s “Champion” program.
Marguerite is enjoying completing her graduate degree in the Master of Arts in Teaching: Literacy program at
Madonna University, through which she has led an after-school writing workshop as part of an elementary
school magazine club in Detroit.
Katie Rener is a recent graduate of Madonna University in Livonia, Michigan, and the
former editorial assistant for the MRJ. As a certified English teacher, she is passionate about
supporting students’ creativity as readers and writers. She believes that books can open up a
new world for students and is always looking for another great read to dive into. Currently,
she is working as a long-term sub for Plymouth-Canton Schools.
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